
It was one gloomy night like it always was. The fish were swimming around, the air felt cold. There 

was just silence. The frightened and lonely man sat around the fire pit thinking about what step he 

was going to take next in his life. Everyone felt sorry for this man especially because, he was 80 years 

of age. His old, creaky and warn out house, was tearing apart. When he goes to sleep he looks up at 

the ceiling wandering how he actually got here. This man was trapped in this monster house no 

matter what. Even if someone tried to help him, he couldn’t get out. This man is living in torture. 

He’s definitely not enjoying the freedom and fun that we have. So in my opinion I think that this man 

is living a very unfair life. 

But what people are really asking is what happened before he got here, well let me tell you. 

Before this man ended up in this tragic mess, he and his two kids moved into an apartment, which 

was located in not a very nice area. However this man, whose name is Jeffery, was running low on 

money, so he couldn’t afford the bills or the rent. A few days later, their landlord kicked them out. 

Now, they had nowhere to live except the dirty, infected pavements. Every night, people used to 

walk by wearing arm clothes and eating hot food, while Jeffery and his kids sat shivering. It was a 

year later and Jeffery was still in the damp and cold but, his kids had left him. He was all alone, 

nowhere to sleep, nowhere to have personal space. So one day, he finally had the courage to get up 

and find somewhere warm and cosy. Somewhere he would actually have a nice sleep. It had been 5 

hours and Jeffery was still walking until, he found a place he thought he could get a bunch of privacy 

in. It was dark and full of rocks but, he didn’t care at least it had some heating. However no one 

could find this place because, it was under the sea, so in order of him to get there he had to swim 

underwater. He didn’t know what was going to happen. He could only see the crystal-clear water, he 

could only smell the chlorine, he could only touch the water, he could only hear the waves coming 

back and forth, he could only taste the salty air. So this is it, he’s going to dive in and see where he 

lands. Splash!!! 


